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Weitz Overcame Difficult Supply Chain Issues With Verity
Powered By Jetstream In PGA Corporate Office Project
Verity Enabled A Novel Conformance And Adjustment Workflow
When supply chain problems interrupted construction of the skin system for a large corporate campus project, Weitz
pivoted. The firm built the skin’s framing and panels simultaneously, rather than one after the other as planned. Then
they used Verity Powered by JetStream to identify areas where they could adjust the system in the field. That enabled
them to achieve a very tight fit between frame and skin while minimizing potentially huge delays and costs.

The Project:
A New PGA Corporate Office

The Challenge:

Weitz, the sixth oldest GC in the US, was contracted
for the $155 million new build of the PGA’s corporate
campus and office. This structure in Palm Beach
Gardens, Florida would need to withstand Category
5 hurricanes — with winds of 158 mph or stronger
— meaning the fit of the building’s skin system
had to be extremely tight. The firm relied on VDC
methodology for scheduling, coordination, QC
documentation, and general problem-solving. That
approach enabled them to change their framing
construction workflow when supply-chain issues arose
mid-project — with a big assist from laser scanning
and Verity software.

Weitz originally planned to complete the steel frame
and then capture an as-built point cloud. Then, they
would send this detailed data to their subcontractors,
who would use it to adjust their models and
prefabricate the panels for installation. But supply
chain issues complicated the sequence. At the time
the subcontractors needed the as-built scan, the
steel frame was still not fully in place. Weitz was
forced to change plans on the fly.

Supply chain issues interrupted the project schedule

The Solution:
Conformance checks and changes in the field
Weitz moved to a conformance-focused workflow.
They had their subcontractor prefabricate the
aluminum panels according to the frame’s original
design. Then, when the frame was complete, the
firm captured an as-built point cloud. Next, the
firm used Verity, a software tool that compared the
frame’s design model to its as-built conditions and
identified areas of variance. This gave Weitz the data
necessary to identify where the aluminum panels
would fit poorly, adjust the skin system’s design, and
communicate with their subcontractors to make the
necessary corrections.
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The Workflow:
Leica RTC 360, Navisworks, Verity Powered by
JetStream
The firm used a Leica RTC 360 to capture as-built
point clouds and tied them to survey for precise
geolocation. Next, Weitz aligned this data set
with the federated design model and performed a
variance analysis. That meant completing a visual
check to find areas where the as-built and design
model were clearly off and then running Verity for a
more thorough and precise analysis.

The Results:
Verity identified multiple areas for correction
Verity’s variance reports showed several areas
where the completed frame varied significantly
from its design. For example, several steel tubes
had been installed too low. If not fixed, this would
cause misalignment between the aluminum panels
and joints in the skin system, making it impossible
to withstand Category 5 winds. Weitz used these
variance reports to determine which parts of the steel
frame and aluminum paneling needed correction
for a better fit. Then they pushed the true as-built
locations of these elements to the design model in
Navisworks. Lastly, they handed these models to the
subcontractors to update their designs and make the
necessary corrections for a tight fit.

The Conclusion:
Weitz developed a novel workflow with Verity
Verity enabled Weitz to react quickly when supplychain issues affected their original plans. Using the
construction verification software, the firm built the
building’s skin system out of sequence, while still
minimizing delays and achieving an extremely tight
fit. “Verity Powered by JetSteam was very valuable.
It let us capture everything that was built, and then
evaluate how to fix it with minimal cost. It allowed us
to work with our framers and engineers to see what
was acceptable when tweaking the design, so we
could still handle the wind loads.”
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